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COMPLETE  SPECIFICATION'S,
than cow lvet'
8 27- The diameter of the finished rivet hole shall1 be not more than one-sixteenth of an inch greater than the diameter of the cold rivet, and shall always be of such size that the hot rivet shall not drop freely into the hole, but shall require a slight pressure to force it in.
Material EX-
Assembling,
be punched without subsequent reaming. Soft steel °f greater thickness than £ inch must be punched with holes J inch less in diameter than the size of the rivets shown on the drawings, and the holes then reamed to the proper size.
• 29' ^ reaming of rivet holes must be done after the various pieces have been punched and assembled. After reaming, every hole shall be entirely smooth, showing that the reaming tool has everywhere touched the metal. - 3°- Before assembling, the several pieces shall
tact Surfaces, be cleaned. The surfaces in contact shall then be painted with one heavy coat of red-lead paint, and the parts assembled while the paint is fresh, and then reamed and riveted up.
-31. All abutting surfaces of compression mem-bers (except the flanges of plate girders) shall be carefully faced so as to have even bearings after they are riveted up complete. Abutting members fitted with splice plates must be brought into close and forcible contact, and the rivet holes reamed in position before leaving the works ; the splice plates being marked so as to go in the same position in erecting. 32' Compression members must be straight
straight.        and free from kinks or buckles in the finished piece.
SurCfacgesBeadnff       33'   A11 bearing surfaces shall be truly faced.
web softeners 34- The web stiffeners of plate girders shall in gjj cases have a close bearing against the flange angles.
35'   ^he flange angles of stringer s  must be
Must be square square and straight. The outside edges of the top ang]es carrving the cross-ties must never be above a true plane, and not more than 1-16 inch below a true plane coincident with the roots of the angles.
36- The enc|s of a11 stringers and floor beams shall be squared in a facer. The header angles of • stringers and floor beams shall be perfectly square and so accurately fitted that when the ends of the stringers and floor beams are faced to the figured length, the amount of metal removed shall not reduce
to Bear.
and straight.
of nstsdnn/er?nds and Floor
eams*

